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Paper Sail Boats: Lisa Rhodes Playing with my Girl Guides – Boats and Cherry Blossoms
Abstract in Trees #4 (cover): Geoff Sellman Part of an ongoing series configuring fine
patterns and responses to natural details with trees, such as my favourite paperbark.
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Dias//pora
Justine Youssef

In attempting to weave together my cultural identity as both Lebanese and
Australian, Dias//pora came to be. Using watercolour and found objects, as
well as the element of fire, a process of burning sheets of Stonehenge and
cooling them with watercolour resulted in a matrix of watery webs, evoking
the inter-connectedness of our globalised world and its ability to uproot and
potentially destroy a sense of culture and authenticity.

the police came at eight;
whistling the house rhythm;
someone who arrived long ago;
eyes like black-holes watching;
useless rubber voice; you left
your nonsense and your book;
that black, red and white door;
the snow pea problems become
boulders; no tell-tale signs of
snorkelers flip-flopping around;
fat rolls that pucker and spill
generously; his hand against the
softness of her cheek; stonewalled & entombed the melon;
a shooting star sinking through
the saline sky; geography didn’t
come up last week; in their
spring veils of palest green;
marriage could not erode those
memories; the worst economic
meltdown in history; made fire
with the snap of her fingers…

TAFONI by Robert Frost – the feeling of being immersed
in a landscape much older and larger than yourself…

...gas ovens sing propane lullabies; constantly giving birth to food
quintuplets; he was a climber; we are going, said the Moa; you sidled
up to me, all friendly; should have swiped left; your ring down the
drain; they say that cyanide is your best friend; a tattoo stitched deep;
her fingertips avid; death was behind her for a while; blue aviator
glassed office blocks; blanketing the vinegared horror; where things
aren’t just ready yet…
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